
The Jacket Scarf 

These scarves are crocheted and then hand woven. The length comes in a little 
shorter so that the scarf fits nicely inside your jacket and hangs at a length you 
can wear with any outfit. Made with love and perfect for a Pollyanna gift 
exchange. All scarfs can be washed in the delicate cycle and then laid flat to dry. 

 

Orders can be dropped at the 400 Lapp Road Stream office. Stream Teams Kelly 
Kiser the name of the scarf you would like to purchase and then we can Venmo 
���� 

 

 

 

Peacock $20 

This scarf’s pop of color comes from a very soft woven yarn that everyone will want to touch.  



 

 

Atari $20 

This scarf is wider, providing a structured collared look inside the jacket. Perfect to wear over a simple 
black sweater. 



 

Skylight $20 

This textured look is stunning with woolen camel coats, brown leather, or a simple jean jacket. The dark 
to light progression allows for the wearer to choose which side to feature when they knot it around the 
neck. 



 

Hester $20 

My favorite of the bunch. Hester is named after my red-headed great grandmother, who flew planes for 
the air force and then opened her own hair salon. This scarf doesn’t care if you like it, but if you do, you 
can sit with us and be eccentric. ���� 



 

Trey $20 

Named after my husband, this scarf is a great unisex piece for a gift exchange. The soft woven stitches 
will go with any jacket on any person.  



 

Aubrey $20 

Named after my youngest daughter, Aubrey choose these colors for her own scarf. I liked it so much, I 
made another one! 



 

Sophie $20 

This scarf is super soft with a structure crocheted from a cuddly Baby Bernat fleece yarn and woven with 
a Baby Bernat blanket yarn. Perfect for kids or adults! 


